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Please read the General Conditions of Rental and the Location Specific
Conditions, both of which are part of your rental agreement.
2) The Vehicle. We must provide the vehicle and all mandatory safety
equipment ('vehicle') in a roadworthy condition, properly taxed and licensed.
Within Europe, we must provide vehicles with mandatory third-party liability
insurance. The driver is not a third party for these purposes and is not
covered by this insurance.
You must return the vehicle and optional extras in the same condition as
provided, excepting fair wear and tear. Please check the vehicle thoroughly
before you drive-away.

Please ask us to rectify the vehicle condition report if there is any unrecorded
damage; if the fuel levels are marked incorrectly; if the vehicle registration,
insurance certificates, incident report form or any mandatory safety or security
equipment is not present in the vehicle.
3) Rental Period. You are responsible for the vehicle and any optional
extras for the duration of the rental period:
a) Your rental period starts when you pick up ('checkout') the vehicle and ends
when we acknowledge that we have the vehicle and keys ('check-in').

b) You must return the vehicle during office hours to a return agent at the
agreed return rental location. If you choose to drop off the vehicle 'out of
hours' or if you leave before we check-in the vehicle, you do so at your own
risk and remain responsible until check-in.
For any additional vehicle takeover or lease services outside business hours,
an additional fee (MLA) shall be charged in amount according to applicable
and currently valid pricelist.

c) If you use the 'Delivery & Collection' service, you are responsible for the
vehicle once we have left it for you until we pick-up the vehicle.
4) Costs. You must pay the amounts on the rental agreement for the vehicle
and for any optional extras for the rental period. You must pay for any
extensions to the rental period, including for optional extras that you agreed
to. You must pay for theft and damage costs, specialist cleaning
charges, towing fees, toll charges, parking, traffic or other fines and
charges and related administration and processing fees, if due in
accordance with these terms and conditions.
5) Vehicle Use: You must: (i) exercise all reasonable care and skill when
using the vehicle, (ii) use the vehicle according to the laws of the country in
which you are driving, (iii) use the vehicle in a lawful manner and for lawful
purposes, (iv) use the correct fuel, (v) lock the vehicle when you are not
using it and ensure that all windows, roof openings, removable roof panels or
hood are properly closed, (vi) stop using the vehicle immediately, if safe to
do so, and notify us soon as you become aware of a fault with the vehicle.

You must not: (i) use the vehicle for any commercial purposes; for any
motorsport (recreational or professional); or a related activity; off-road;
tow another vehicle or trailer; transport flammable, explosive, corrosive
or combustive materials, except for mineral essence oils or similar
products as permitted by applicable law (or as set out in the Location
Specific Conditions) and fuel or gas necessary for the operation of the
vehicle; (ii) allow any person other than an authorized driver to use the
vehicle.

You may only drive in the countries permitted by us. If you drive a vehicle
having an EU member state registration outside the EU or a vehicle with a
non-EU member state registration into an EU member state, you must not
use the vehicle in the foreign country for longer than is allowed according to
the applicable laws. Please see the Location Specific Conditions, ask the
rental agent for more details or consult the relevant customs authorities.
You must meet general requirements, i.e. legal restrictions of the Republic
of Serbia concerning the minimum age of the registered driver and shall
adhere to the legal speed limit. The Agreement stipulates a minimum of 1
year of driving experience.
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6) Accidents, Theft and Damage. You must notify (i) the police
immediately and (ii) us within 48 hours, if the vehicle has been involved in
an accident or damage event, even if no third party was involved.
If the vehicle is lost, stolen or damaged you must, to the extent the law allows,
pay the excess stated in this rental agreement, any taxes and our
damage or theft-processing fee (unless you have purchased additional
waivers to further reduce your excess). Your excess will not apply in the
circumstances set out in section 7 on Waivers.

We will try to recover the excess and other charges from the party at fault if
you are able to show that the damage, theft or loss is not attributable to your
fault, deliberate breach, fraudulence or gross negligence (to the extent such
terms are used under the applicable law). To help us, you must provide us a
properly completed incident report form, including the contact details of the
other
parties
involved,
within
48
hours
of
the
accident.
To the extent, the law allows, we will charge a fee to cover our costs in
having to contact you to obtain a properly completed incident report
form.
You are not liable for any loss or damage charges to the extent attributable
to our failure to maintain the vehicle or covered under a manufacturer
warranty.
7) Waivers. Waivers reduce the amount you have to pay to the stated excess
if the vehicle is damaged or stolen. Within Europe, our rates include a basic
level of waiver and we will not charge you more than the stated excess
plus taxes (if applicable and our damage- or theft- processing fee unless
your excess does not apply. You can further reduce the excess by
purchasing additional waivers.

Your excess will not apply if the loss or damage is attributable to (i) your
deliberate or fraudulent act, omission or gross negligence (to the extent
that such terms are used under the applicable law) or (ii) a deliberate
breach of sections 5 (Vehicle Use) and 6 (Accidents, Thefts and
Damage).
If your excess does not apply, we will be entitled to claim losses or
damages against you in an amount equal to the severity of the
negligence up to the full amount of the damage or loss we have incurred
or will incur (whichever is the greater), to the extent allowed under
applicable law.

8) Fines and Charges. You must pay for any parking charges or traffic
fines incurred during the rental period related to your use of the vehicle. You
must pay our processing fee to cover our time in dealing with these fines or
charges, unless you are able to show that no loss or damage has occurred or
if incurred, is significantly lower than the processing fee.
9) Fuel. You must bring the vehicle back with the same amount of fuel as
was in the vehicle at time of pick-up unless you have purchased optional Fuel
up Front. If you do not return the vehicle with the same level of fuel, you must
pay for the fuel you have used at our 'Pay on Return' fuel rate.

If you have purchased optional Fuel Up Front, you do not need to fill the tank
before you return the vehicle. We do not refund for unused fuel if you
purchase optional Fuel Up Front, unless you return the vehicle with a full tank
of fuel, in which case we will refund the Fuel Up Front charge.

10) Additional Drivers and Passengers. You are responsible for ensuring
that any additional drivers you have added to the rental agreement or any
passengers that you allow in the vehicle observe these terms and conditions.
You are responsible for any costs or charges we incur because an
additional driver or passenger does not comply with these terms and
conditions.
Your excess may not apply if the loss or damage is because of the
additional driver's passenger's deliberate or fraudulent act, omission or
gross negligence (to the extent that such terms are used under the
applicable law) or (ii) a deliberate breach of sections 5 and 6.
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1) Rental Agreement. The contract is with us, the provider of the vehicle as
set out in the Location Specific Conditions, and you as named on the rental
agreement.
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Key Terms and Conditions

Serbia
11) Changes to your Rental. You must pay for any increase in prices if you
change the rental period or if you exceed the agreed mileage. You must pay
a one-way fee if you return to a different location than the pickup.
12) Early Returns. If you return the vehicle and any optional extras early, you
will lose the benefit of any special offers if you no longer meet their
requirements. This may result in the rental costing you more. There is no
refund for any unused days.

13) Late Returns. Unless agreed differently, you must return the vehicle
and any optional extras at the time/ date and location stated on this rental
agreement. If you think you will be late, it is in your interest to request an
extension from us. If you are late, on the third day after your return date, we
will charge you for payment of additional 5 days’ rental charge on your debit
card or, 10 days if you are using a credit card, at “pay at location” prices. If
you return the vehicle within those 5 or 10 days (whichever applies), you will
only be charged for your actual rental days, plus any other charges you owe
us.
14) Pre-Authorization. We pre-authorize an amount on your payment card.
This holds an amount on your payment card so you should ensure there are
sufficient funds available, as we will only process payment at the end of the
rental. If you pay with another card, be aware it can take up to 14 days for
your bank to release the 'Held' money back to you.
15) Payments. When you sign the rental agreement, you are agreeing for
us to charge all the costs you incurred during the rental period to your
payment card.

16) Tracking. Vehicles may be fitted with geolocation systems and
tracking devices to locate our vehicles in case a vehicle is stolen or not
returned to the rental location, or to locate a vehicle in case of accident or
breakdown.

17) Use of your personal information. We use your personal information
to: (a) provide the rental services to you and (b) decide whether to provide
future rental services to you. We will provide your personal information, to
the extent the law allows and if necessary with your express consent, to:
a) members of the Avis Rent a Car System, located within and outside of
Europe, but only to the extent necessary to provide the rental services, and
to Wizard Co. Inc., the owner of the reservation system, located in the
United States of America, but only to the extent necessary to process your
booking through the reservation system.
b) enforcement / local authorities and parking companies if they have
the right to that information and the law allows us to or to verify the validity of
your driving license.

c) to third parties who act on our behalf in claims administration, in
collecting monies that you owe us and in conducting customer surveys
which we use for improving our services to you.

You have a legal right to access the personal information we hold about you
(subject to payment of a fee, if allowed by law), and, if justified, you may to
ask for any personal information to be corrected, modified, blocked or
removed. The data controller is the vehicle rental provider, as named on this
rental agreement.
18) Lost Property. We will do our best to contact you if we find any personal
belongings in the vehicle. Any items containing personal or financial
information will be disposed of within 28 days in accordance with our privacy
policies and the General Conditions of Rental. All other items will be disposed
of within 3 months.
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19) Applicable law. The applicable law governing the contract between you
and us will be the law applicable in the country where you picked up the
vehicle and where the rental agreement was entered into.

Serbia
1) The Contract
What is the contract?

Who is the contract with?



Depending on where and how you booked,
your booking contract may have been with
another party. They will have given us your
details so we can provide you with a rental.

The contract sets out our
responsibilities to you and your
responsibilities to us when renting a
vehicle and any optional extras. It is
made up of the following documents:




the rental agreement, including
the key terms and conditions
these General Conditions

the vehicle condition report (if
provided)
the Location Conditions

By signing the rental agreement…
You:





accept the terms of the rental
agreement

accept the General Conditions

agree with the vehicle condition
report (if provided)
acknowledge you understand the
Location Conditions – you
should find this in your booking
confirmation email or we will
provide it if you ask for it.

The contract is with the provider of the
vehicle and you, the person named on the
rental agreement. You will find details of
the vehicle rental provider on the rental
agreement.

Before you sign

Please read these documents carefully. If you do not
think you have received all the documents – or there is
anything you do not understand or agree with – please
speak to a member of our team.
The person who signs the contract must be the
person who pays for the rental and the main driver
of the vehicle.

In summary, you agree to…

What is the rental period?



1.






rent the vehicle – including any
replacement vehicles - and optional
extras for the rental period

pay the amounts stated in the rental
agreement for the vehicle and any
optional extras for the rental period

pay rental fees for any extension to
the rental period – as well as any
optional extras you agreed to verbally
pay relevant administration charges,
fees, theft and damage costs, toll
charges, parking, traffic or other fines
or charges, court costs and/or any
other charges according to the terms
of the contract.

When you sign, you are agreeing for us
to charge these costs to your payment
card.

The rental period is the period from ‘pick-up’ – the
start date and time shown on the rental agreement –
until whichever of these is later:
2.
3.
4.

the end date and time shown on the rental
agreement

if you return the vehicle during normal opening
hours, when you hand over the keys and any
optional extras at the return location

if you use the collection service, when you hand
over the keys, any optional extras and we inspect
the vehicle with you at the collection location
if you return the vehicle outside our normal
opening hours, when whichever of the following
happens first:



we inspect the vehicle, or



If we cannot locate the vehicle and keys within five
days, we will treat them as lost or stolen.



12h00 noon on the next day the return location is
open for business, after we find the vehicle, keys
and any optional extras

Find out more: Section 10) Damage, Loss or Theft
Additional drivers

Any additional drivers may be required
to sign an additional party form.

Avis Preferred

Even if you are a member of our Avis
Preferred programme, we want you to
be sure of the terms for this rental.
Which laws apply?

The laws of the country where you
pick-up the vehicle.
Corporate customers

By signing, additional drivers are agreeing
to accept the terms set out in the contract.
This applies even if you or they have
signed up to our Avis Preferred
programme.

Does it cost to have additional drivers?

Yes – we charge for each additional driver.

Find out more: Section 16) Optional Extras services and Location Conditions - Miscellaneous
information

Why should you read the contract?

You have already signed the Avis master rental agreement so you may not be asked to sign your
rental agreement. However, we strongly recommend that you check and read this contract and remind
yourself of all the terms and conditions.
A part of the contract can only be removed…

If a judge or other competent authority decides that any part of the contract is invalid or unenforceable.
If possible, that part will then be crossed out – but the rest will continue to apply.
By signing the rental agreement, you confirm…

You have the company’s authority to enter into the contract. If there is a conflict between this contract
and your corporate or contracted agreement, – unless otherwise stated in your corporate or contracted
agreement – the terms of this contract will prevail.
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This section only applies if you have a
corporate or contracted agreement
with us, e.g., a corporate account or
an Avis Wizard Discount (AWD)
number.

Signing the additional party form

Serbia
2) Requirements you must meet to rent the vehicle
Booking reference

We need this because…

Driving licences

Bringing your driving licence with you

What happens if you forget?

All drivers must bring a full driving
licence valid for use in the country of
rental for the entire rental period.

When do you need an international driving
licence or an official translation of your driving
licence?

If a driver doesn’t have one?

You must bring your reservation
number or booking confirmation email
with you.

If any driver can’t meet these
requirements, they won’t be able to
drive the vehicle.

Find out more: Location Conditions
- Driving licence and ID
requirements or ask a member of
our team.

It will help us find your details and help get you on your way as quickly as possible.

Drivers must bring all parts of their valid driving
licence with them.

Drivers must bring both their driving licence and
either an international driving licence or an official
translation of it from a notary in the language of the
country of rental if:




their driving licence was issued in a nonEuropean country, and you are renting outside
that country
their driving licence was issued in a nonroman alphabet like Arabic, Greek, Russian,
Hebrew or Japanese

All drivers must have held their licence for the
minimum period we require. Please check the
Location Conditions, Driving licence and ID
requirements.

You must bring the payment card used
to make your booking.

If the driving licence does not show the driver has
held it for the minimum period then they must
provide evidence, such as previous driving licences
or a letter from their driving licence authority stating
that they have held it for at least the minimum
period
Why do you need to bring your original
payment card?

When you book, we use your payment card as a
form of identity check to ensure we give the vehicle
to the person who made the booking.

If you don’t have the payment card used to make
the booking with you, we will still rent to you if we
have another vehicle available and you meet all our
other requirements, but you will have to pay the
‘pay at location’ prices available on the day as this
will be treated as a new rental.

Pre-Authorisations and Security
Deposits

Before we let you rent a vehicle, you
need to allow us to take a preauthorisation or a security deposit.

You do not have to use the original card to make
any additional payments or pre-authorisations but
the card must be in your name.
What is a Pre-Authorisation?

A pre-authorisation holds an amount of money in
your account. Once a pre-authorisation has
happened, you won’t be able to use that money for
anything else until you’ve paid for the rental and the
pre-authorisation has been released by your card
company.

If a driver has previous or unspent
convictions

Convictions on a driving licence will not
automatically stop a driver from driving the
vehicle.

If any driver has any convictions you must
check the Location Conditions, driving
licence and ID requirements or ask a
member of our team as they may not be able
to drive.
When do you need to bring two cards?

For certain high value vehicles, we need you to
bring two payment cards in the name of the
person who made the booking.
This should have been made clear when you
booked, but if you want to double check,
please speak to a member of our team.

What is a Security Deposit?

Pre-authorisations ‘hold’ money in your
account. A security deposit, on the other hand,
transfers money out of your account.

While a pre-authorisation is in effect, it may even
look like the amount has been deducted from your
account, this isn’t the case, the money is simply ‘on
hold’ until a final payment has been made.
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You will need to give us an approved
payment card that’s in your name and
has enough funds available on it to
allow us to do so.

Any driver, who needs an international driving
licence but does not have one, won’t be able to
drive the vehicle.

their driving licence was issued in Europe and
you are renting in a country outside Europe

How long must drivers have held their licence
for?

Payment cards

Any driver who cannot show their full valid
licence will be unable to drive the vehicle.

Serbia
How much will the pre-authorisation be?

The amount is either fixed – or calculated based
on:


The estimated vehicle rental price



Plus, an amount to allow for any fuel you
may use - unless you buy Fuel up Front.





Less any amount we accept you have paid
towards the rental when you booked – for
example, the cost of any voucher

The calculation varies depending on the rental
location.
When you bring the vehicle back

The final payment amount will be calculated and
processed using the payment card provided.
If you choose to pay by a different method, please
be aware that the pre-authorisation on the original
card could last up to 30 days.
Your card company is responsible for releasing
pre-authorisations – not us. We are not responsible
for how long your card company takes to release
pre-authorisations.

Other things to bring

Photo ID

In this section when we say ‘you’ we
mean the person named on the rental
agreement, any additional drivers,
anyone who makes payment towards
the rental

What can you use as proof of address?

Driver age restrictions

There are age restrictions – but they
vary by vehicle and by country.

What does this mean?


If a driver is under our minimum age to drive a certain vehicle, we will try to find you a vehicle
with a lower age restriction.

Other circumstances

Unacceptable behaviour

If you don’t meet all requirements

Examples of failing to meet requirements

3) Security Checks

Typically, card companies take from 7-14 days
to add a refund back to your account. We are
not responsible for how long it takes for your
card company to apply a refund.

You may need to show proof of where you live. This could include a recent utility bill or bank
statement. If your driving licence shows your address, in some countries, this may be
accepted. Renters should refer to the Location Specific Conditions for the country in which they are
renting.



We can refuse to rent a vehicle to you
– or allow particular drivers to drive.

The final payment amount will be calculated
and the security deposit used.
If the final payment is greater than the security
deposit, we will ask you to pay the difference.
If the final payment is less than the security
deposit – or you choose to pay using a
different method – you’ll need to contact the
Customer Service team to get a refund.

Your photo ID will need to be recognisable as you. We can accept your passport or photo driving
licence, a national identity card or any other form of government-issued identification.

Find out more: Location Conditions
- Age information or ask a member
of our team

If you or anyone in your party behaves
in an unacceptable way, we may refuse
to rent a vehicle to you.

When you bring the vehicle back




If a driver is under the minimum age restriction for all vehicles – or over the maximum age
restriction for all vehicles, they won’t be able to drive.
If a driver is below a certain age, you will need to pay a driver surcharge.

If a driver is over a certain age, they may need to provide additional documents to show they are
fit and able to drive.

We may refuse to rent to you if we believe that any driver is under the influence of drink or drugs or
you, or a anyone in your party, is – in our opinion – abusive or threatening to our teams.
You will fail to meet our requirements if you forgot to bring the payment card you used to make any
pre-paid booking or a driver doesn’t meet all the requirements. We may still rent you a vehicle if you
don’t meet these requirements – but it could be at ‘pay at location’ prices. Otherwise, we will cancel
your booking, and you will need to contact the Customer Service team for a refund.

Security Checks

What does this mean?

In this section when we refer to ‘you’
we mean:

Find out more: Section 20) Use of Personal Information

We operate identity, security, driving
licence and credit checks.



The person named on the rental
agreement
Any additional drivers

Avis General Conditions of Rental EN

By signing the rental agreement or driving the vehicle, you agree to such checks being carried out
against you.
Failing the checks before or at the time you ‘pick-up’ the vehicle


If you fail to meet any of our checks, we may refuse to allow a driver to drive the vehicle or allow
you to rent the vehicle.
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You need to bring photo ID. You might
also need proof of address.

Most rental locations take a pre-authorisation
rather than a security deposit. Where a
security deposit is taken, the amount of the
security deposit will be the same as for a preauthorisation.
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Find out more: Section 18) Payment,
Location Conditions - Fuel charges,
Location Conditions - Payments
options, or ask a member of our
team

Plus, the estimated price of all optional
extras you’ve requested

How much will the security deposit be?

Serbia


Any person who makes payment
towards the rental



If we find that any amount is owed to us or any other Avis group company, we may refuse to
allow a driver to drive the vehicle or allow you to rent the vehicle.

What happens if you fail the checks during or after the rental:

If we find out that any information you’ve given us is false or inaccurate, then you’ll have broken your
contract with us. You will then have to pay for any costs or damages we incur.

4) The Price
Vehicle rental price

The vehicle rental price is calculated based on:


Your start and end dates and times



The amount of time you rent for




Rental location(s)

The type of vehicle stated on your rental agreement

Unless stated otherwise, the price also includes all costs you must
pay – for example, vehicle tax, local taxes, and any location
surcharge.
Location surcharge

If you rent from some locations – mostly airports, train stations and
city centre locations – you pay a location surcharge as it costs us
more to operate there.

Optional extra prices

The price of optional extras – such as baby seats, additional driver(s),
excess reduction products, delivery charges and GPS devices – are
calculated based on, your start and end dates and times, the rental
location(s) and the amount of time you rent for.

Unless stated otherwise, the price also includes all costs you must pay –
for example, local taxes, and any location surcharge.

When do you pay the location surcharge?

Don’t worry, it will be included in the price quoted to you but it may be
shown as a separate item on your rental agreement or receipt.

5) Customers with disabilities
Adapted vehicles

Further details

Hand controls

Further details

N/A for Serbian territory

Find out more: Ask a member of our team or call the Reservations
team.

Find out more: Location Conditions - Special equipment or
ask a member of our team.

N/A for Serbian territory

6) Collecting the vehicle
Vehicle availability

We usually have a vehicle in the
group you requested.

If there is a problem with vehicle availability…

It would be unusual for us not to have a vehicle in the group you asked for. If it does happen, we will try to
find you a vehicle from a higher group at no extra cost.

If we can only find you a vehicle in a lower group, and you agree to rent this vehicle, you will only be charged
for that vehicle. If you’ve already paid, you will be entitled to a refund of the difference.
To get you on your way we may provide you with more than one vehicle or suggest you use alternative
transport until we can get a vehicle in the group requested to you as soon as one becomes available.

This hardly ever happens, but if no vehicles are available, you will of course be entitled to a full refund of any
amount you have already paid.

Avis General Conditions of Rental EN
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You’ll need to contact the Customer Service team with your booking reference number for a refund.

Serbia
What if that means there are extra costs?

In the unlikely event we are unable to provide you with a vehicle at ‘pick-up’, and you need to find alternative
means of transport until we can get a vehicle to you, we will reimburse you for your reasonable additional
costs.
If we are unable to provide you with a vehicle, and you have to rent from another company, we will pay the
difference between the cost of renting from us and the cost of renting a similar vehicle from the other
provider.
If you incur any other additional costs as a direct result of our failure to provide you with a vehicle, we will
only be responsible for these if we both knew you would have to pay them when you made your booking
(these are known as foreseeable losses).

We will not be responsible for your foreseeable losses where you have been able to recover them from
someone else. We will not pay for losses which are not directly related to our failure to provide you with a
vehicle or losses which were not foreseeable by you and us (such as loss of profits or loss of opportunity).
You must do what you can to reduce (or mitigate) the additional costs you have to pay.

Availability of optional extras
We usually have the optional
extras you pre-booked.

If we are unable to provide you with a vehicle because of an unforeseeable or unavoidable event – such as a
terrorist act or natural disaster – we will not be able to help you with any losses you incur; however, we will
refund any payment you have made in connection with the rental.
What happens if there is a problem with
availability?

Can you keep the extras you have had to buy?

It would be unusual for the rental location not to
have an optional extra you pre-booked. If it does
happen, they will try to get one from another
rental location. If this is not possible, they may:


Buy a new one for you.



Refund you the cost of the pre-booked
optional extra. You’ll need to contact the
Customer Service team for this.



Ask you to buy one from elsewhere and
reimburse you the price paid. You must do
what you can to buy one at a reasonable
price.

No. If you agreed to buy the optional extra from
elsewhere, you will have to give it to us when you return
the vehicle.
If you give us the original purchase receipt, we’ll refund
the price you paid for it.
This doesn’t include optional extras that are available
for you to buy from us – like USB chargers. If you have
bought something from us, then of course it is yours to
keep.

7) Vehicle condition and inspection on ‘pick-up’
Vehicle condition

The vehicle has been
maintained in accordance with
the manufacturer's
recommended standards and
will be road worthy at ‘pickup’.

What if the vehicle is damaged?

Any existing damage, other than minor
damage, will be stated on the contract.

What is minor damage?

You do not have to report minor damage to one of our
vehicles, and we do not charge you for it either. By minor
damage, we mean:



Scratches: less than 10mm long



Stone chips: less than 3mm in diameter and without any
denting



Dents: less than 10mm in diameter which have not
cracked the paint

You will not need to tell us about any of these and you will not
be charged for them

Inspecting the vehicle

What you need to do…

It is in your interests to take a few
moments to check the vehicle when you
pick it up. If you find damage that is not
already stated on the contract (other than
minor damage), you need to tell us about it
before you drive away, by contacting the
rental location.

If the vehicle is delivered…

It is your responsibility to inspect the vehicle. Before you drive
it, you must inform the delivery driver or contact the Customer
Service team to report damage, other than minor damage,
that is not stated on the contract.
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When you pick the vehicle up
you should inspect it. If there is
any damage, other than minor
damage, you must make sure it
is recorded on the contract.

Serbia
8) During the Rental
Using the vehicle

There are a few dos and don’ts
when you’re using our vehicles.

Find out more: Location
Conditions - Taking your vehicle
outside the country or ask a
member of our team.

You must…


Use the vehicle according to the road traffic laws for the country you’re driving in



Lock the vehicle when you’re not using it, or when you’re refuelling it – and you must use any
security device fitted to or supplied with it





Use the correct fuel

Comply with all laws and regulations for using the vehicle and any optional extras

Contact us as soon as you become aware of a fault in the vehicle – or if you believe the fault means
the vehicle is no longer roadworthy

You must NOT…























Use the wrong fuel

Drive the wrong way down a one-way street

Drive without due care and attention or at excessive speeds

Use a mobile communication device that may distract you from driving including driving while
texting, emailing, using a mobile phone without a hands-free device or otherwise engage in similar
activities
Fit your own equipment to the outside of the vehicle which may cause damage to the vehicle for
example signage, stickers, roof racks, luggage carriers or bike racks,
Overload the vehicle (as determined by the vehicle manufacturer)

Sell, rent, remove, or dispose of the vehicle or any of its parts or allow anyone else to do so

Sell, rent, remove, or dispose of any optional extras or any of their parts or allow anyone else to do
so
Push or tow any trailer or any other vehicle
Give anyone any rights over the vehicle

Work on the vehicle or let anyone else work on the vehicle without our prior agreement
Let anyone drive the vehicle other than a driver we have agreed to

Carry or transport any hazardous, toxic, flammable, corrosive, radioactive, harmful, dangerous or
illegal materials
Use the vehicle for any crime or other illegal activity or purpose
Use the vehicle for hire or reward

Use the vehicle for any purpose which requires an operator's licence

Use the vehicle off-road, on a racetrack, for racing, pace making, testing whether for reliability or
speed, or for teaching someone to drive, or in connection with motor rallies, competitions,
demonstrations or trials.

Use the vehicle whilst any driver is under the influence of alcohol or drugs or other narcotic
substances, or medications under the effects of which the operation of a vehicle is prohibited or not
recommended
Use the vehicle in an imprudent, negligent or abusive manner

Use the vehicle when any warning light is on or when the service reminder message is displayed
unless it is unsafe to stop or you have been advised by us to continue driving. Please contact us
immediately.
Carry any animals without our prior agreement

These examples are not exhaustive; any unlawful or dangerous conduct whilst driving or otherwise
making use of the vehicle will be viewed as you breaking the contract and to the extent we are
allowed to do so by law, you will lose the benefit of any damage waivers, excess reduction products,
personal accident insurance and third-party liability insurance.
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Take the vehicle outside of the country of rental or any other permitted country without our prior
agreement

Serbia
Maximum Mileage

Keep an eye on the mileage

Excess mileage allowance

What does this mean?

If a maximum mileage is displayed
in the vehicle, and you become
aware you will be going over it
soon, you must contact us
immediately.
On some rentals, a mileage
allowance applies. If you go over
any mileage allowance, an excess
mileage charge will apply.
Find out more: Location
Conditions - Miscellaneous
information or ask a member of
our team.
Regional Laws:

The laws in the country where you
are driving will require you to obey
local, regional or national
restrictions, which you may be
unfamiliar with.

You must not go over the maximum mileage without our agreement. If you reach the maximum mileage
limit during your rental, we may replace the vehicle with something similar. We will pay for the costs of
getting the replacement vehicle to you.

If there is a mileage allowance, it will be stated on your rental agreement. If you go over this allowance,
you will have to pay the excess mileage charge stated on your rental agreement.

When you sign the rental agreement, you give us permission to take payment for this, and we will charge
it to your payment card.

What you should do?

You should ensure you are familiar with these laws or you may receive a fine or charge. If you are
unsure of the laws that apply in the rental locations’ immediate vicinity, please ask a member of our
team.
Here are some examples:

Restrictions could require you to:





Where can you drive?

Anywhere that is permitted in the
country of rental.

Find out more: Location
Conditions - Taking your vehicle
outside the country or ask a
member of our team
If you have an accident

Sometimes accidents happen, so
we have some guidance on what to
do if you have an accident.
Find out more: Location
Conditions - Miscellaneous
information or ask a member of
our team

use winter tyres on certain roads in certain months of the year. If the rental location is on such a
road, and you are renting during these months, the vehicle will be provided with winter tyres.

drive only in the area immediately surrounding the rental location for a short time after collection or
before return of the vehicle, for example where the rental location is situated in an area of historic
interest or,
carry specific equipment which we do not provide with the vehicle, such as breathalysers

drive only in a restricted access area if you have paid to do so, for example if there is a congestion
charge zone.

Can you drive anywhere else?

You can drive in other permitted countries but this varies depending on the country of rental and if you
have purchased any relevant extension product.

What to do at the scene…
You must…






Not admit responsibility to any third party. If you admit responsibility, it may be harder for us to
recover costs and reimburse you your excess
If possible, note the names and addresses of everyone involved, including witnesses and
passengers
Complete the European accident report form and return it to us within seven days

If the vehicle is not safe to drive, make it as secure as possible and call us to arrange recovery. If
you need one, we’ll provide a replacement vehicle as soon as possible
Report the accident to the police and get a police report or crime reference number

What to do after the accident…
You must…

Not repair the vehicle yourself or let anyone else do so unless we have agreed to it. If you allow
repairs to be carried out without our agreement, you will have to pay for it and to the extent we are
allowed to do so by law, you will lose the benefit of any damage waivers, excess reduction products,
personal accident insurance and/or third-party liability insurance


Make sure that you and the driver help us with any insurance claim related to the accident
If you do not send us the incident report form or we find out the incident report form contains missing or
incorrect information, then you will be charged a processing fee.
Find out more: Location Conditions - Miscellaneous information
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Complete an incident report form and return to us within seven days. This is in addition to the
European accident report form. If you can’t find these in the vehicle, please let us know and we’ll
send them to you. You must not knowingly tell us wrong information. If you do, you will lose the
benefit of any waivers, excess reduction products, personal accident insurance and third-party
liability insurance, to the extent we are allowed to do so by law.
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Roadside Assistance

In the event of mechanical failure:

If you need to call for roadside
assistance, you must only call us or
our roadside assistance provider.
Their contact details can be found
inside the vehicle.

Mechanical failure in our vehicles is rare. However, if it does happen in a permitted country then we will
provide Roadside Assistance free of charge. Our roadside assistance provider will try to fix it at the
roadside but if they cannot, they will take you and your party to the nearest rental location where we will
try to provide you with another vehicle to get you on your way.
Other problems during the rental…

Find out more: Location
Conditions - Miscellaneous
information or ask a member of
our team.

If you have bought Roadside Assistance Plus, and you’re driving in a permitted country, we will also
provide roadside assistance for certain non-mechanical breakdowns.
You will only need to pay for the costs of any additional items needed to get the vehicle back on the
road – like fuel or tyres.

Please also see section 16)
Optional Extras - services below
for more information on
‘Roadside Assistance Plus’.

In all other circumstances…

Even if you haven’t bought Roadside Assistance Plus, you must still tell us if you breakdown or have an
accident.

If you need roadside assistance, we will arrange this for you but you will have to pay for it. You will also
be charged for any costs we incur getting the vehicle back on the road in the country of rental. This
may include, but is not limited to:


Call out and recovery costs



Loss of use



Repair costs



Repatriation costs



A processing fee



And any costs to take you, and/or any of your passengers, to another location

By signing the rental agreement, you give us permission to take payment for this and we will charge it
to your payment card.

If the vehicle, keys or any
optional extras are stolen

What to do at the scene…
You must:

Sometimes theft happens, so we
have some guidance on what to do
if anything you’ve rented from us is
stolen.



report it to the police and obtain a police report or crime reference number without delay,



immediately provide us with the police report or crime reference number and the keys (if possible).

What to do afterwards:

Find out more: Location
Conditions - Miscellaneous
information or ask a member of
our team

You must:


Complete an incident report form and return it to us as soon as possible (and in any event within 7
days). We will send this to you. If you fail to send us the incident report form then a processing fee
will apply. You must not knowingly tell us wrong information. If you do, you will lose the benefit of
any waivers, excess reduction products, personal accident insurance and third-party liability
insurance, to the extent we are allowed to do so by law.



Make sure that you and anyone in your party help us with any insurance claim, police or other
investigation related to the theft.

9) Extending the rental
If it is possible to extend…

We’ll do our best to help although another customer may have booked the vehicle.

We will ask you to come back to the rental location and sign a new contract and possibly change vehicle if:



You need the vehicle for more than 30 days, including your original rental period
You have made more than three requests to extend the rental

Extension costs:


Extra days will be charged at 'pay at location' prices



You may need to go into the rental location to sign a new rental agreement and/or provide an additional
payment card for the pre-authorisation



Your pre-authorisations will be updated to include any anticipated additional costs – and you will need
to use the same payment card you used for the original pre-authorisation

Failure to extend the rental:

If you fail to extend the rental and you are more than 29 minutes late returning the vehicle, your rental will be
extended and you will be charged an extra day's rental at current pay at location prices plus a late returnprocessing fee for each day or part of a day until the vehicle is returned.
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If you want to extend the rental,
please contact us as soon as
possible. At the latest, this
should be before the end date
and time on your rental
agreement.
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Serbia
If you don’t return the vehicle:

If you do not bring the vehicle back to us at the agreed date and time, you will have broken your contract
with us and will lose the benefit of any damage waivers, excess reduction products or personal accident
insurance. This means you will need to show that the damage, loss or theft occurred before the agreed
return date if you wish to benefit from these waiver and protection products. We will take steps to find the
vehicle and get it back. This could include reporting the vehicle to the police as missing or stolen, giving
your details to a repossession agency, and/or trying to recover the vehicle from your premises.

Find out more: Location
Conditions - Returns or ask a
member of our team

If you do not bring the vehicle back to us at the agreed date and time, we will on the third day after your
agreed return date charge you for payment of an additional 5 days’ rental charge on your debit card or,
10 days if you are using a credit card, at “pay at location' prices. If you return the vehicle within those 5 or
10 days (whichever applies), you will only be charged for your actual rental days, plus any other charges
you owe us.
If you fail to return your vehicle at the agreed date and time, you will also have to pay:


the full cost of recovery



costs we have to pay to third parties in relation to the vehicle




loss of rental income we incur

our own reasonable costs, including a late return processing fee

When you sign the rental agreement, you give us permission to do this. We will charge it to your payment
card.
If you think you’re going to be late returning the vehicle, please ask for an extension immediately.

10) Damage, Loss or Theft
Damage to the vehicle

This is what happens if the vehicle,
keys, any accessories or any vehicle
documents are damaged or the keys,
any accessories or any vehicle
documents are lost or stolen while
you’re renting it

How we calculate the repair costs

We use a damage matrix to work out the estimated cost of repair. The damage matrix uses an
average repair cost for the vehicle group selected, which takes account of different makes and
models in that group. We work this out using:




industry standard labour rates and job duration, according to an industry standard estimating
tool;
the price of any original equipment manufacturer parts,

loss of use (being the amount the vehicle reduces in value and interest costs, rather than
potential lost rental value). We will only charge loss of use if the vehicle needs to be sent away
to be repaired.

Without additional cover

You are responsible for paying:
Find out more: Section 17) Optional
Extras - Waivers and Protections,
Location Conditions - Waiver and
protection options or ask a member
of our team



either the cost of replacement or the estimated repair costs, whichever is lower



our processing fee



our loss of use and

You will not be charged if our standard cleaning procedure resolves the damage.
Important notice: The existence of a police report is mandatory
With additional cover

Usually, Damage Waiver comes as standard with your rental vehicle. If it does, you’ll see it on your
rental agreement. If it isn’t included, you can buy it separately. Exclusions do apply.
You can also buy excess reduction product(s) separately.

You are responsible for paying an amount up to the excess stated on your rental agreement for:


the cost repair or replacement and



our processing fee (if applicable)



Avis General Conditions of Rental EN
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You are responsible for paying:


the cost of replacement



a processing fee



our loss of use
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This is what happens if the vehicle is
stolen during the rental period.

Important notice: The existence of a police report is mandatory

Important notice: The existence of a police report is mandatory
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Serbia
With additional cover
Find out more: Section 17) Optional
Extras - Waivers and Protections,
Location Conditions - Waiver and
protection options or ask a member
of our team
Damage to optional extras

This is what happens if any optional
extras are damaged or if you don’t bring
them back.

Property damage and personal injury
This is what happens if you’re in an
accident where someone is injured, or
their property is damaged.

Find out more: Section 17) Optional
Extras - Waivers and Protections,
Location Conditions - Waiver and
protection options or ask a member
of our team

Usually, Theft Protection waiver comes as standard with your rental vehicle. If it does, you’ll see it
on your rental agreement. If it isn’t included, you can buy it separately. Exclusions do apply.
You can also buy excess reduction product(s) separately.

You are responsible for paying an amount up to the excess stated on your rental agreement plus a
processing fee for:


the cost of replacement and



Important notice: The existence of a police report is mandatory



our loss of use

We will…

Charge you a replacement fee, on top of the rental fee.

Find out more: Location Conditions - Special equipment or ask a member of our team.
Bez dodatnog pokrića

The vehicle comes with third party liability cover. This means you’re covered for any damage
caused to another person's property - for example, their vehicle - and/or any injury suffered by
third parties, including passengers in the rental vehicle.
You will not have to pay any of their costs, unless the damage or injury was caused by:


Your negligence



Or you breaking the law



You breaking the contract (for example allowing someone we have not approved drive the
vehicle)

In these circumstances, if the law requires us to provide you with third party liability cover, the
minimum cover required by law will still apply but we, or our insurer, may seek to recover our costs
from you.

Third party liability cover does not cover any injury to the driver of the rental vehicle or any personal
items inside the vehicle.
How can you get additional cover?

Damage, Loss or Theft resulting from
you breaking the contract
If the vehicle, keys, accessories,
optional extras or any vehicle
documents are lost, stolen or damaged
as a result of you or anyone in your
party breaking the terms of the contract
then you are responsible for all costs.
Find out more: Section 17) Optional
Extras - Waivers and Protections,
Location Conditions - Waiver and
protection options or ask a member
of our team
Payment

If there has been any damage, loss or
theft then we need to take payment from
you.

Third party protection products

How will this affect you

If you break the terms of your rental agreement with us, you may lose the benefit of any waivers,
excess reduction products, personal accident insurance and third-party liability insurance.
So, you will have to pay:


The full cost of replacement or estimated repair costs



Any costs we have to pay to third parties




Any loss of use

And our own reasonable costs, including a processing fee

In these circumstances, if the law requires us to provide you with third party liability cover, the
minimum cover required by law will still apply but we, or our insurer, may seek to recover our costs
from you.
What will you have to pay when the damage, loss
or theft is discovered?

What will you have to pay later?

When you sign the rental agreement, you give us
permission to take this payment for the damage
or loss, and we will charge it to your payment card.

By signing the rental agreement, you give
us permission to take payment for the
damage or loss. Wherever possible, we will
charge it to your payment card.

You’ll pay no more than the normal excess amount
for the vehicle.

This will happen when you return the vehicle or
exchange it. If the vehicle has been stolen, we will
charge you when the return date stated on your
rental agreement passes.

If you are required to pay more than the
excess, we will invoice you for the additional
costs.

You will have to…

Pay the full costs set out above.

Then make a claim with your external provider to get your money back. It is your responsibility to
ensure you understand the terms of any cover you buy from an external provider and for any claim
you make. We are unable to help you with your claim.
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If you decide to buy cover from an
external provider, you will still have to
pay if the vehicle is lost, stolen or
damaged.

You can buy additional personal accident insurance from us – though there are exclusions.
Additional Personal accident insurance is provided by our carefully selected partner. With additional
personal accident insurance, you will only be responsible for paying an amount up to the excess.

Serbia
What if you can prove the damage,
loss or theft was not in any way your
fault or due to your negligence; or if
you can prove the damage was less
than we said?

We will…

If we are allowed by law to do so, require you to pay for the damage or loss and the rental costs,
even if the vehicle is not found or repaired at the time we take payment.
Even though we don’t have to do this, we will try – with your help – to recover costs from third
parties. If we’re successful, we will refund these costs to you.

To the extent the law allows, you will
need to pay even if you know who stole
or damaged the vehicle.

You won’t be responsible for these costs if they come about through our negligence, or if we’ve
broken the contract.

If you can show the damage was not in any way your fault or due to your negligence, we will refund
these costs to you (if we have already taken payment because we are permitted by law to do so). If
you can show the damage was less than we said, we will refund you the difference

11) Speeding, parking and traffic fines and charges
Fines and other charges

You’re responsible for making
sure that the vehicle you’ve hired
is used according to the laws of
the country you’re driving in.
Find out more: Location
Conditions - Miscellaneous
information or call the
Customer Service Team

You are responsible for…

You are responsible for all fines and charges issued as a result of you or any driver using the rental vehicle.
Fines and charges could include:


All parking fines or charges




Towing charges
Clamping costs






Toll charges

Traffic fines or charges
Speeding fines
And any other charges or fines

When we receive fines or charges meant for you…

If a fine or charge is sent to us because you haven’t paid a charge or complied with the law, we will take
payment for:



Our administration fee to cover our costs of dealing with the fine or charge
The fine or charge itself – if we have to pay it

By signing the rental agreement, you give us permission to take these payments. We will charge them to
your payment card.
Passing on your details

By signing the rental agreement, you agree to us giving your details, as well as a copy of the rental
agreement, to the authority or private company that has issued the fine or charge if we consider they have a
right to the information and the law allows us to do so. This enables them to transfer the fine or charge to
you and contact you. We charge you a processing fee for doing this.
If we cannot pass on your details

There are times when we cannot lawfully pass on your information. In these circumstances, we’ll pay the
fine or charge on your behalf and then invoice you for the fine or charge, as well as our administration fee.
Your rights to appeal

If you want to appeal, contest or dispute a fine or charge, we will give you details of:



The fine or charge

The organisation who issued the fine or charge

You must deal directly with the issuing organisation to get a refund and/or compensation. Unfortunately, we
cannot help you with your dispute.
If the rental vehicle is seized

Unless the seizure was caused by our negligence; us breaking the contract or the law; if the vehicle is
seized by the police; Customs and Excise or any other authority while you’re renting it, you will have to pay:


Any costs we incur as a result of the seizure



Plus, a processing fee

Plus, any loss of rental income while the vehicle is not available to rent to someone else

Avis General Conditions of Rental EN
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Serbia
12) Returning the vehicle
Returning the vehicle

Unless we have agreed
something different with you,
you must return the vehicle
and any optional extras you
rented to the return location
stated on your rental
agreement by the end date
and time.
Out of hours returns

Unless you’ve agreed it with
us, you cannot return the
vehicle and any optional
extras outside of our normal
opening hours.

If we do agree to let you return
a vehicle and optional extras
out of hours, there are some
things you need to know.
Find out more: Section 10)
Damage, Loss or Theft

Returning the vehicle early

If you bring the vehicle and any optional extras
back to us early, you will still have to pay for
the full rental period.
Because special offers and discounts often
relate to specific time slots, you may even end
up having to pay more if you bring the vehicle
back early.
If you return a vehicle out of hours

If you do return the vehicle and any optional
extras outside of our normal opening hours,
you must:




Leave any optional extras in the boot or
trunk
Secure the vehicle near the return
location

Leave the keys in our secure post boxes
outside the rental location and tell us
where the vehicle is

Returning during opening hours

We recommend that you are there when we inspect the
vehicle. We will give you this opportunity but this may mean
you have to wait during busy times.

Your responsibilities

You remain responsible for the vehicle and any optional
extras, until whichever of these happens first:



We inspect the vehicle

12h00 noon on the next day the return location is open
for business, after we have collected the vehicle, keys
and any optional extras

If we cannot locate the vehicle and keys within five days, we
will treat them as lost.
You will also be responsible for:



Damage to, or loss of, the vehicle or any optional
extras

Any parking, traffic or other fines or charges that are
incurred during this time

unless, of course, they’re caused by our negligence, or us
breaking the contract or the law.

13) Vehicle condition and inspection on return
Vehicle condition

Normal Wear and Tear:

You must return the vehicle
and any optional extras in the
same condition you received
them.

This includes (but is not limited to) tyres, fittings, documents, run-flat compression kits, keys, and any
navigation devices (GPS), child seats or other equipment and their associated user guides, cables and
carrying cases (if any).

We will allow for normal wear and tear; bearing in mind the distance you travelled and the length of your rental.

Inspection on Return

Being there during inspection

Find out more: Section 10)
Damage, Loss or Theft

If you are not there for inspection

We always inspect the vehicle
on its return.

We recommend that you are there for the inspection so that any damage can be agreed, the total to pay can
be confirmed and payment can be taken.
We will inspect the vehicle in your absence. In order to avoid unexpected charges, it is important you be there
for the inspection.
If we find damage

We will add the cost of any damage we find to the amount you have to pay for the rental period. We will
charge your payment card for this amount. You will not be liable for this amount if you can show the damage
was not in any way your fault or due to your negligence or breach of the contract.
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When you sign the rental agreement, you are authorising us to take payment for damage if necessary. We will
automatically charge your payment card.

Serbia
Using our collection service
If we agreed to collect the
vehicle from you, we will try to
do it on the end date and time
stated in your contract.
Alternatively, if we have
agreed to collect at a different
time, to do it then.
Find out more: Section 16)
Optional Extras - services,
Section 14) Fuel, Location
Conditions - Fuel charges,
or ask a member of our
team.
Find out more: Section 9)
Extending the rental,
Section 12) Returning the
vehicle, Location
Conditions, - Delivery and
collection or ask a member
of our team

When we collect
Our driver will try to:


Inspect the vehicle with you or someone they reasonably believe is acting on your behalf



Take payment



Confirm the total rental amount due

If no one is there when we collect, the vehicle may be taken to the nearest rental location and inspected in
your absence.

You must pay for the fuel we use to take the vehicle to the nearest rental location. Unless you have bought
Fuel Up Front, this will be charged at the ‘Pay on Return’ price.
We strongly recommend you’re there when we inspect the vehicle.
If we find damage

We’ll add the cost of any damage we find to the amount you have to pay. We’ll charge your payment card for
this amount. If you can show the damage was not in any way your fault or due to your negligence, we will
refund this cost to you.
When you sign the rental agreement, you’re authorising us to take payment for damage if necessary. We will
automatically charge your payment card.
If we can’t collect

If our driver can’t collect the vehicle because:


It’s not at the agreed location



Or for any other reason outside our control



He or she can’t find the keys

We will contact you to rearrange collection – or arrange for you to return the vehicle to us.
What this will cost

If our driver is unable to collect the vehicle:



You will be charged for the failed collection

And we’ll treat the situation as a failure to extend the rental

Unless, of course, the failure was caused by our negligence or us breaking the contract.

14) Fuel
At the start of the rental

The vehicle will normally be
supplied with a full tank of fuel.
Refuelling options

If you do not return it with the
same amount of fuel it had in it
when you picked it up –
usually a full tank of fuel – and
do not have a receipt to
evidence refuelling, or you are
concerned that you will not be
able to do so, we have a few
options available.

You must return the vehicle to us with a full tank of fuel, as shown on the factory-installed fuel gauge.

We recommend you fill up as close to the return location as you can on the return date, and keep the receipt
to show us. If you do not return the vehicle with a full tank – or you cannot show us a receipt for fuel – we will
charge you.
‘Fuel Up Front’

If you plan to travel more than 100 miles or 160
kilometres – as applicable in the country of
rental, this gives you peace of mind that you
don't need to fill up the vehicle close to the
return location. Simply return the vehicle with
whatever fuel is still in the tank (even if it is
virtually empty) so long as the engine still runs.
This is only available where you have asked
before you collect the vehicle.
If you have requested this option, the cost will
be on your rental agreement. If you return the
vehicle with a full tank of fuel, we will not
charge you.

How Fuel Up Front works

You pay for a full tank of fuel, based on the manufacturer's
stated fuel tank capacity of your vehicle – plus our costs of
refuelling the vehicle for you.
Depending on where you’re renting, this cost could be
lower than the average fuel price at the start of your rental
period – as stated on a recognised fuel index. However,
you won’t get a refund for any fuel you don’t use, unless
you return the vehicle with a full tank of fuel, in which case
we will refund the Fuel Up Front charge.
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Find out more: Location
Conditions - Fuel charges or
ask a member of our team.

Bring the vehicle back with a full tank

Serbia
Pay on Return
Find out more: Location
Conditions - Fuel charges or
ask a member of our team.

How Pay on Return works:

Pay on Return:
•
•

Didn’t buy Fuel Up Front

Didn’t return the vehicle with a full tank

You don’t need to request this option when you
collect the vehicle. You just return the vehicle
without a full tank of fuel.

You pay for fuel based on the factory-installed fuel gauge
rounded down to the nearest eighth (1/8) of a tank.
How we calculate an eighth of a tank:

One-eighth (1/8) of a tank is based on the manufacturer’s
stated fuel tank capacity.

How we calculate the cost:

We charge a fixed percentage above the average fuel
price at the end of the rental period for the country where
you’re renting – as stated on a recognised fuel index.
This includes our costs of refuelling the vehicle for you.
The Pay on Return fuel price per litre will be stated on
your rental agreement.

15) Optional Extras – products
What products are available?

We offer a variety of products to help you on your journey. You can rent certain
items such as GPS systems, car seats and snow chains and buy other others
such as USB chargers.

Want to learn more?

Find out more: Location Conditions - Special equipment

16) Optional Extras - services
What services are available?

Want to learn more?

Additional drivers

How adding more drivers works

We offer a variety of services to help you on your
journey such as delivery services, roadside
assistance plus and e-toll, a sample of which can be
found below.
You can add additional drivers to your rental.

All your additional drivers should read the terms
set out in the contract carefully before they drive
the vehicle.
If we agree to additional drivers, any fees and
surcharges will be stated on your rental agreement.
Delivery Service

Some rental locations offer a delivery service where
we drop off the vehicle and any optional extras you
requested, at the address you give us for the start
date and time. If we agree to a delivery, this will be
stated on your rental agreement.

We charge a fee for every additional driver we allow to drive the vehicle. If any of your
additional drivers are outside of our age restrictions, we will also charge a driver
surcharge.

You can only let drivers that we have approved drive the vehicle. No one else is allowed
to drive the vehicle.
You will be responsible for all costs – whether they’re down to you or your additional
drivers.
How the delivery service works

We charge a fee for delivering the vehicle.

If you choose to have the vehicle delivered, you must:


Be resident in the country where you’re renting



Have the items with you that you need to rent the vehicle.



Be present at the delivery location during your requested delivery period

If you do not meet the requirements in this contract, then we may refuse to deliver the
vehicle to you.

You must give us at least one day’s notice to organise delivery. We may be able to
deliver at shorter notice, but you will need to check with the Reservations team.
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Find out more: Section 2) Requirements you
must meet to rent the vehicle, Section 7) Vehicle
condition and inspection on ‘pick-up’, Location
Conditions, -Delivery and collection or ask a
member of our team.

Find out more: Location Conditions

Serbia
Collection service

Some rental locations offer a collection service
where we pick up the vehicle and any optional
extras you rented at an address given by you at the
end date and time.
If we agree to a collection, it will be on your rental
agreement.

Find out more: Section 13) Vehicle condition
and inspection on return, Location Conditions Delivery and collection or ask a member of our
team.
‘Meet and greet’ service

Some locations offer a ‘meet and greet’ service
where we will meet you with the vehicle and any
optional extras you requested upon your arrival.

If we agree a ‘meet and greet’ service it will be on
your rental agreement.

Find out more: Location Conditions Miscellaneous information or ask a member of
our team.
Out of hours pick-up service

Some airport and train station rental locations offer
an out of hours pick-up service where you can pick
up the vehicle and any optional extras you
requested outside the rental location’s normal
opening hours.
If we agree an out of hours pick up it will be stated
on your rental agreement.
Find out more: Location Conditions Miscellaneous information or ask a member of
our team.
One-Way rentals

Some rental locations offer you the ability to collect
the vehicle and any optional extras you rent from
one rental location and return them to another rental
location.
If we agree a one-way rental it will be stated on your
rental agreement
Find out more: Location Conditions - One-Way
rentals or ask a member of our team.
Roadside Assistance Plus

We offer additional roadside protection if you want
to protect yourself from breakdown as a result of
certain non-mechanical issues.

Find out more: Section 8) During the Rental,
Roadside Assistance, Location Conditions Miscellaneous information, or ask a member of
our team.
E-Toll

In some locations our vehicles could be equipped
with a box attached to the windscreen. This
contains an “E-toll” transponder device that allows
you to pay for tolls without having to stop or queue
at a relevant tollgate.
Find out more: Location Conditions - Special
equipment or ask a member of our team.

How the collection service works

We charge a fee for collecting the vehicle. You must to be available to hand the vehicle
over during the period you’ve asked us to collect it. It’s important that you’re there when
we inspect the vehicle – so you don’t get any charges you weren’t expecting.
You remain responsible for the vehicle and any optional extras, until you hand over the
keys, any optional extras and we inspect the vehicle with you at the collection location.

If the vehicle and any optional extras are not available when we arrive, we will charge
you for the failed collection. Then you will either need to book a new collection – and pay
another collection fee – or return the vehicle to the rental location yourself. Please give
us one day’s notice that you would like us to collect the vehicle. We may be able to
collect the vehicle at shorter notice, but you will need to check with the Reservations
team.
How the ‘meet and greet’ service works

We charge a fee for this ‘meet and greet’ service.

You must give us at least one-day’ notice to organise a ‘meet and greet’ pick up.
We may be able to provide the service at shorter notice, but you will need to check with
the Reservations team.

How the Out of hours pick-up service works

We charge a fee for out of hours pick-ups.
You must give us at least one day’s notice to organise out of hours ‘pick-up’. We
may be able to provide the service at shorter notice, but you will need to check with the
Reservations team.

How one-way rentals work

We charge a fee for one-way journeys.

If you asked for a one-way rental when you booked, this fee will have been included in
the rental price you were quoted.
You can request one-way rental before you pick the vehicle up – or you can ask for it
when you get to the rental location.

If we didn’t agree to a one-way rental and you return the vehicle to a different rental
location, we will charge you a one-way fee at ‘pay at location’ prices on the day of return.
What Roadside Assistance Plus covers

If you have bought Roadside Assistance Plus, it will be stated on your rental agreement.
It covers the cost of the call out and any work undertaken – as long as you use our
roadside assistance provider.
It does not cover:



Costs of any items needed to get the vehicle back on the road – like fuel or tyres
Any costs to take you – and/or any of your passengers – to another location

How E-toll works…

We charge a daily fee for using the E-Toll service. If you do not want to use the E-Toll
service, ensure that the box is fully closed before you leave the rental location and keep
it fully closed.
If you would like to use the E-Toll service, fully open the box fitted on your windscreen.
This will activate the device and allow it to communicate with the relevant tollgates.
If you open the box, you will be issued with an invoice after you return the vehicle. The
invoice will list all tolls and charges as well as our service fees. You can expect to
receive your invoice around 30 days after you’ve returned the vehicle.
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By signing the rental agreement, you give us permission to take payment and we will
charge it to your payment card.

Serbia
17) Optional Extras - Waivers and Protections
What waiver and protections are available?

Want to learn more?

Damage Waiver (CDW):

Damage Waiver covers

Damage Waiver reduces the amount you pay if the vehicle,
keys, any accessories or any vehicle documents are damaged
or the keys, any accessories or any vehicle documents are lost
or stolen while you are renting it.
In most cases, Damage Waiver is provided with the vehicle as
standard. If it is included, it will be stated on your rental
agreement.
Find out more: Section 10) Damage, Loss or Theft,
Location Conditions - Waiver and protection options or
ask a member of our team.

Find out more: Location Conditions
The amount you pay will be the lower of a) the cost of repair or replacement,
plus any loss of use plus a processing fee; or b) the excess stated on your
rental agreement.
To the extent we legally may, the amount you pay will not be reduced if
damage was caused by or as a result of:


water or fire damage, that was your fault



driving or using the vehicle in breach of Section 8 During the rental,
Using the vehicle.



driving the vehicle without due care and attention

Theft Protection waiver (TP)

Theft Protection covers…

In most cases, Theft Protection waiver is provided with the
vehicle as standard. If this is included, it will be on your rental
agreement.

The amount you pay will not be reduced if the loss or theft was caused by –
or as a result of:

Find out more: Section 10) Damage, Loss or Theft,
Location Conditions - Waiver and protection options, or
ask a member of our team.

The amount you pay will be the lower of a) the cost of replacement plus loss
of use plus a processing fee; or b) the excess stated on your rental
agreement.


Keys being left in the vehicle



Using the vehicle in breach of Section 8 During the rental, Using the
vehicle.



Keys being lost or stolen as a result of your negligence

Excess reduction products

What excesses do they reduce?

If you have bought an excess reduction product, it will be on
your rental agreement.



These reduce your excess and the administration fee.

Find out more: Section 10) Damage, Loss or Theft,
Location Conditions - Waiver and protection options, or
ask a member of our team.
Windscreen protection

Some rental locations offer windscreen protection that reduces
the amount you pay to zero if the windscreen is damaged while
you’re renting the vehicle.
If you have bought windscreen protection, it will be on your
rental agreement.
Find out more: Section 10) Damage, Loss or Theft,
Location Conditions - Waiver and protection options, or
ask a member of our team.
Personal Accident Insurance (PAI)

We offer Personal Accident Insurance, but a third party provides
it. If you decide to buy it, you will need to read and agree to
separate terms and conditions – you can find these in the
Location Conditions document.
If you have bought personal accident insurance, the cost will be
on your rental agreement.
Find out more: Section 10) Damage, Loss or Theft,
Location Conditions - Waiver and protection options, or
ask a member of our team.
Protection packages

Some rental locations offer waiver and excess reduction
products as a package to save you money or to give you extra
protection.
If you have bought a package, the package or the individual
products will be on your rental agreement.
Find out more: Location Conditions - Waiver and
protection options or ask a member of our team.

Avis General Conditions of Rental EN

They work in conjunction with:


Damage Waiver

Theft Protection waiver

The amount you pay will be no more than the excess stated on your rental
agreement.
Windscreen protection covers…

The amount you pay will not be reduced if the damage was caused by or as
a result of:



Driving the vehicle without due care and attention

Driving or using the vehicle in breach of this contract. Please pay
particular attention to Section 8) During the Rental, Using the vehicle

Personal Accident Insurance covers…



Any injury suffered by the approved driver of the vehicle when the
accident happened

In some rental location, cover for any loss or damage to personal items
belonging to you or anyone in your party that were in the vehicle when
the accident happened is also included.

Before you buy insurance, you should check your home or travel insurance
and any insurance provided by your card company. You may find the
insurance you already have covers you.
What protection packages cover

Even if you have a protection package, you may still have to pay the lower of
a) the cost of repair or replacement plus loss of use plus a processing fee; or
b) an excess. If you do have to pay an excess or processing fee, the
amounts will be on your rental agreement.
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Theft Protection waiver reduces the amount you pay if the
vehicle is stolen during the rental period.
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We offer a variety of waiver and protection options to protect
you on your journey, a sample of which can be found below.
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18) Payment
Payment Methods
We accept a variety of payment types
but this varies depending on the country
of rental.
Additional payment methods may be
accepted in the rental location additional conditions may apply.
Find out more: Location Conditions Payment options, or call the
Reservations team
Or ask a member of our team.

Payment cards we accept

We accept the following payment cards:


American Express,



Avis issued charge cards




Visa Credit Cards and
MasterCard credit cards.

Payment cards we don’t accept

We do not accept Visa Electron, American Express Travellers Cheque cards and Pre-Paid cards
even if they carry the American Express, Visa or MasterCard logo on them.
Other Payment Methods
In some locations we may accept the following payment cards:

Discover cards,

Visa Debit cards,

MasterCard Debit cards,


Maestro cards,



Travel agencies’ voucher



Dina cards,

Approved bookings

We accept vouchers issued by Avis group companies or Avis partners as payment towards the
cost of your rental.

If the amount you have already paid – as stated on your booking confirmation – is less than the cost
of the rental, you will need to pay the difference.

If you have already paid more than the cost of your rental, you will not get a refund but if you wish to
buy optional extras from us at the time of this rental, you can use the difference towards the cost of
these items.
If the email, reservation number or voucher is for a different rental period, we will not be able to
accept it as payment towards the cost of your rental.

If you are not sure if you have made a booking through an Avis group company or an Avis partner,
please call the Reservations team or ask a member of our team.
Other Bookings

If you have paid money upfront to someone other than Avis or an Avis partner, we may accept the
proof of purchase issued by them as payment towards the cost of rental at our sole discretion.
Late payments

If you are late making payment, we will
charge you, without further notice,
interest on the amount that is overdue if
the law allows us to do so.

If you are not sure if we will accept it, please call the Reservations team or speak to a member of
our team.

Interest charges and costs

Interest is calculated at a percentage per year above the base lending rate of a national bank in the
country of rental, and in accordance with the law.
We will also charge you for any costs we incur while we’re trying to get payment from you –
including legal costs.
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Find out more: Location Conditions Payment options or call the
Customer Service team.

Serbia
19) Ending the Contract early
When we end the contract
early

In some circumstances, we will
seek to end the contract.

In this section when we say ‘you’
we mean:




Private Individuals:

What this means:





If you are renting as a private individual, we
may end the contract straight away if:

The person named on the
rental agreement



Anyone who makes
payment towards the rental



Any drivers

Find out more: Section 9)
Extending the rental or call the
Customer Service team.



you are declared bankrupt; or

you break the contract in a way that
causes us significant loss or harm, or in a
way that cannot be rectified.

If you are renting on behalf of a company or
partnership, we may end the contract straight
away if:




If we break the contract, you may
end the contract straight away.

a receiving order has been made against
you; or

Companies or partnerships:



If we do something wrong:

we find out that any of your belongings
have been taken away from you until you
pay off your debts; or

the company or partnership goes into
administration or liquidation; or
the company or partnership calls a
meeting of its creditors; or

we find out that the company’s or
partnership’s goods have been taken
away from it until it pays its debts; or

you or the company or partnership breaks
the contract in a way which causes us
significant loss or harm, or in a way which
cannot be rectified

What you must do:

If you decide to end the contract because of us
breaking it, tell us straight away. You must
return the vehicle and any optional extras as
soon as you can.

You must still pay all amounts owed to us
under the contract including the rental costs for
the rental period until the date of return and
inspection of the vehicle.
You must do what you can to reduce (or
mitigate) any losses you suffer.

If you break the contract by not doing what you agreed
to, you must pay:


any amounts owed to us under the contract and

for the losses we suffer as an end result,
provided they are losses that we both thought,
when you signed the contract, could arise if you
broke the contract (known as “foreseeable
losses”).

Foreseeable losses could include:


loss of rental income,



any amounts we have to pay to third parties if we
are late in returning the vehicle to them.



the cost of repairing or replacing damaged items, or

You may also lose the benefit of any damage waivers,
excess reduction products, personal accident insurance
and third-party liability insurance.
You will not have to pay for losses that are not directly
related to you breaking the contract or losses that were
not foreseeable.
We will reimburse you if you can show that you or any
additional driver was not responsible for breaking the
contract or the costs were not caused by you or any
additional driver breaking the contract.

Where you do not return the vehicle and/or any optional
extras you rented within 1 day of the ending of the
contract, we will treat this as a failure to return the
vehicle.
What we must do:

Nothing in the contract reduces your statutory rights.
However, if we break the contract by not doing what we
agreed to, we must pay for the losses you suffer as a
result, provided they are losses that we both thought,
when you signed the contract, could arise if we broke the
contract (known as “foreseeable losses”). Foreseeable
losses could include your reasonable costs of using
alternative means of transport during the original rental
period.
We will not be responsible for your foreseeable losses
where you have been able to recover them from
someone else. We will not pay for losses not directly
related to our failure to provide you with a vehicle or
losses that were not foreseeable by you and us (such as
loss of profits or loss of opportunity).
If we break the contract because of an unforeseeable or
unavoidable event – such as a terrorist act or natural
disaster – we will not be required to comply with our
obligations under the contract for the duration of time
that the event is going on.
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Nothing in the contract shall limit or exclude our
responsibility for (i) fraud; (ii) death or personal injury
caused by our negligence; or (iii) any other responsibility
to the extent that the law says it cannot be excluded or
limited.

Serbia
20) Use of Personal Information
Your Personal information

We process personal information for a variety of reasons.

In this section when we refer to ‘you’ we mean: (i) the person named on the rental agreement, (ii) any drivers and (iii) any person who makes
payment towards the rental
What we use it for:

We will use (or process) your personal information and that of any additional drivers in order to:


provide the rental services to you,



maintain and improve our administration and management of our services, and




carry out relevant identity, security, driving licence and credit checks,

send you information about similar goods and services that we think will be of interest to you if the law allows us to do so. You may opt out
of receiving such information at any time by contacting the Customer Service team or by clicking the unsubscribe button in the email you
receive.

For the detection and prevention of crime, we may use electronic devices in the vehicle to monitor the vehicle’s condition, performance and
operation and to track the vehicles movements. This information may be used during the rental period and at any time afterwards, (if relevant
and if the law allows us to do so). We will not make any voice or video recordings in the vehicle.
Please see our privacy policy available on our website for more information.

By signing the rental agreement, you give us your express consent to our use of your personal information for as long as the law allows us to.
Who we share it with

We share your personal information with:






Other companies within the international group operating Avis Rent-a-Car System and selected third parties, who could be located
both within and outside of Europe. They offer adequate levels of protection. We share your information solely in order for them to
provide the vehicle rental services and other services to you.

Wizard Co. Inc., the owner of the reservation system, which is located in the United States of America, but only to the extent necessary to
process your booking through the reservation system,
Third parties such as the police and private parking operators if we consider they have a right to the information and the law allows us
to. For example, if there is an allegation of speeding, or that you have failed to pay a traffic fine or charge.
Third parties usually located in the country of rental, to allow relevant identity, security, driving licence and credit checks to be carried
out and to detect and prevent crime in relation to your rental.
Third parties, usually located in the country of rental to investigate accidents and thefts, and to try to recover costs for damage
caused to the vehicle, any optional extras and to individuals.

Please see our privacy policy available on our website for more information.

By signing the rental agreement, you give us your express consent to us using and transferring your personal information for as long as the law
allows us to. You have the right to withhold your consent to your data being forwarded to third parties or being used for advertising purposes.
Your rights of access:

You have a legal right to access the information we hold about you, to ask for any personal data to be corrected, modified, blocked or removed.
You have a right to ask for an explanation of the data processing and further rights set out in the applicable data privacy laws to the extent this is
necessary to ensure the fair processing of your data. You also have the legal right to object to the processing of such information for compelling
and legitimate reason.
To access this information, please contact us and ask for details. You will find our details on your Rental Agreement. We may ask you to pay a
subject access request fee if the law allows us to do so.
Find out more: Call the Customer Service team.

21) Lost property
Notification:
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We will do our best to contact you if we find any personal belongings in the vehicle.

Serbia
Belongings containing personal or financial information:

We will dispose of any personal or financial information after 28 days, as follows:

Passports, driving licences and cash will be handed in to the local police station
Payment cards will be shredded;
All electronic devices, phones, tablets, computers, laptops, cameras and satnavs memory sticks including any items potentially containing
personal data will be sent to the local police station

•
•
•

Other belongings:

All other belongings not containing personal or financial information will be disposed of after three months as follows:

•
Clothing/sunglasses/glasses will be donated to a local charity;
•
Paperwork will be shredded;
•
All other items (including child seats, satnav cradles, phone charges, USB chargers) will be disputes of with normal waste; and
•
Medication will be destroyed in a secure place
How to claim lost property:

In order to claim lost property, you will have to show valid ID (e.g. driving licence, passport and proof of address) You will be required to complete and sign
our customer declaration. If you ask someone to collect on your behalf, they must present a letter or fax authorising the collection signed by the renter.
We will arrange for your lost property to be couriered to you if you are unable to collect your property yourself. You will be required to pay in advance the
relevant courier charges.
Find out more: Call the Customer Service team.

22) Complaints and Contacting Us
Customer Services:

We want you to be happy with your rental but we know that sometimes things go wrong.
Contact Us:

We take customer service seriously and commit to dealing with complaints fairly and thoroughly.

If you want to complain about your rental, you can find our contact details in the rental agreement and the ‘Location Conditions’ document.
Our Response Times:

We aim to resolve general complaints within 8 working days and complaints relating to damage within 15 working days.
Find out more: Call the Customer Service team.

Avis Serbia Terms and Conditions Addendum – Location Specific Conditions
Please read these terms and conditions carefully. By agreeing to the rental agreement, you agree to these terms within this Addendum.
Car Rental ltd Belgrade, Slavka Curuvije 17, VAT No 104246466, is AVIS licence holder for the territory of Republic of Serbia.

The Contract:
Please read the General Conditions of Rental and the Location Specific Conditions, both of which are part of your rental
agreement. By signing the Contract, the Client confirms that he/she is fully aware and completely understands all the rental conditions and local
offer for the territory of Serbia, including Price List of Additional Services and Accessories.
Find out more: 1) The Contract or ask a member of our team.



Requirements you must meet to rent the vehicle: The Client is obliged to provide a valid passport and/or ID card, a valid driver's license and a
credit card.
The Client agrees to make a pre-authorization (reservation of necessary funds) on a personal credit card, as the payment guarantee for the
specific rental costs, at the time of vehicle takeover. The amount of pre-authorization depends on the expected rental price, potential cost of
additional services and/or accessories and contracted coverage in case of damage/theft as well. By signing the Contract, the Client confirms that
he/she completely understands all the rental conditions and the verbally presented offer.
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Serbia
The Client and Additional Driver, are required to possess valid driver's license for a period of minimum 2 (two) years, regardless of the vehicle
rental group and the age of driver. An international driver's license is mandatory in the case that Client owns a driver's license not written in the
Latin alphabet and in accordance with provisions of the Law on Traffic Safety.
The absolute minimum of any driver: 20 years old.
The Young Driver Fee (YD) is based on the following age limits:





Groups
Groups
Groups
Groups

A, B, C and O:
D, E, G, K and P:
F, H, I, J and L:
M, and N:

minimum 20 years / no charge
minimum 23 years / ages between 20 to 22 will be charged according to the Local pricelist
minimum 25 years / ages between 20 to 24 will be charged according to the Local pricelist
minimum 30 years / ages between 20 to 29 will be charged according to the Local pricelist

Find out more: 2) Requirements you must meet to rent the vehicle or ask a member of our team.

Security Checks: In the event of any legal restrictions provided by domestic laws in Serbia, the service provider is in position to cancel
reservation without any consequences. Find out more: 3) Security Checks or ask a member of our team.

The Price: By signing the Contract, the Client confirms that he/she is introduced with a currently valid pricelist for the territory of Serbia and based
on that verbally presented offer. Find out more: 4) The Price or ask a member of our team.
Customers with disabilities: not applicable for the territory of Serbia
Find out more: 5) Customers with disabilities or ask a member of our team.


Collecting the vehicle: AVIS Serbia fleet is classified into GROUPS: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O and P.
All bookings shall be confirmed exclusively according to the requested vehicle group, and not based on vehicle models. In the case that Avis
Serbia is not able to provide a vehicle from a reserved group, we are obligated to provide you vehicle from a next, higher group as an upgrade, at
no extra cost. Find out more: 6) Collecting the vehicle or ask a member of our team.



Vehicle condition and inspection on ‘pick-up’: By signing the Condition Report of the rented vehicle, the Client confirms that he/she agrees
about all the details specified in the documentation and there are no objections. If there is any remark, it should be noted in every copy of
Condition report and signed by both parties. Find out more: 7) Vehicle condition and inspection on ‘pick-up’ or ask a member of our team



During the Rental: The Client is not permitted to use the vehicle outside the borders of the Republic of Serbia without the AVIS Serbia consent in
writing. For crossing the border and leaving the country, the Client is required to pay an appropriate fee (AVIS Green Card) in accordance with the
currently valid Price List for Additional Services and Accessories.
The Client is not allowed, at any time, to use the vehicle in the following countries: Albania, Turkey, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Belarus, Moldova,
Ukraine, Russia and the territory of Kosovo.
The Client understands that there will be an additional fee for using the vehicle in the Republic of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The fee is
defined by the currently valid Price List for Additional Services and Accessories.
In the case that the Client violates the previous paragraph, he/she will be liable for any damage/theft on/off the vehicle, up to the full amount of
repairs, or the value of the vehicle, according to the valid AMSS catalogue (Auto Moto Association of Serbia).
Find out more: 8) During the Rental or ask a member of our team



Extending the rental: No later than 24 hours before rental expiration date, The Client shall ask for the approval from AVIS Serbia, in order to
extend the contracted rental period, change the location of vehicle return, or any other terms of the Contract. This is mandatory.
The minimum rental period is 24 hours, regardless whether the vehicle usage was shorter than this period of time.
Find out more: 9) Extending the Rental or ask a member of our team



Damage, Loss or Theft: The rental price includes Third Party Insurance (AO) within the limits established by the Serbian laws.
If there is a damage on the vehicle caused by the fault of the Client and / or in cases where a third party is unknown, the Client is obliged to pay
existing damage up to the agreed and accepted maximum amount within the contract. Due to a lost profit during the repair process, this sum will
be increased for every rental day up to a maximum 30 days from the accident.
The Client is obliged to compensate every and each individual damage incurred during the rental period.
All mentioned provisions in the previous paragraph shall also apply in the case of theft or loss of the vehicle.
If third party's guilt is proven by the police report and by the decision of the court in charge as well, or the cause of damage is known and possible
to refund, the Client shall be released from the responsibility of payment the damage cover.
The Client is forbidden to leave the belonging documentation and / or keys in the vehicle during the rental period. If the car is stolen, and the
Client is not in position to return documents and / or keys, this behaviour will be considered as heavy violation of the Contract and General
Conditions of Rental, and in this case bears full responsibility of the Client. The Client is obliged to pay for serious disregard full damage calculated
according to the valid AMSS catalogue (Auto Moto Association of Serbia).
Find out more: 10) Damage, Loss or Theft or ask a member of our team.
Speeding, parking and traffic fines and charges: The Client bears full responsibility that the vehicle is used according to the laws in Serbia.
While returning the car, the Client is required to provide proof that all received fines and tickets have been settled, or to pay them on the spot.
Find out more: 11) Speeding, parking and traffic fines and charges or ask a member of our team.



Returning the vehicle: With the previously submitted and confirmed query increased for additional fee, The Client is in position to return the
vehicle out of station working hours.
The Customer waiting service fee (MLA) shall also be charged in cases when the Client is taking over the vehicle out of regular working hours,
while AVIS Serbia was not responsible neither influenced customer decision. This payment also applies for every rental during public holidays.
If, for any reason, the presence of an AVIS agent is required when returning a vehicle out of station working hours, or if the Client requests the
presence of an AVIS agent when returning a vehicle out of working hours, the Client agrees to cover the additional cost of the Customer waiting
service (MLA). The fee for Customer waiting service is defined by the Price List of Additional Services and Accessories
Find out more: 12) Returning the vehicle or ask a member of our team.
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Serbia


Vehicle condition and inspection on return: In case when the Client returns vehicle out of station working hours and forgets to return
documents and/or keys of the car, AVIS Serbia reserves the right to close the Contract only after relevant documentation and/or keys has been
received. The cost based on such a prolongation shall be charged to the Client according to the Price List of Additional Services and Accessories.
If the Client loses documents and/or vehicle keys, he/she agrees to pay fee defined in the Price List for Additional Services and Accessories as
well.
Find out more: 13) Vehicle condition and inspection on return or ask a member of our team.



Fuel: Refuelling service (REF) – AVIS Serbia normally and usually rents out vehicles with a full tank of gas.
If AVIS Serbia is not in a position to rent a vehicle with a full tank, the Client is obliged to return the vehicle with the same quantity of fuel which
was declared at the rental agreement and/or Condition report.
Otherwise, the Client shall cover the cost of missing fuel, according to the valid price list, increased for the Fuel Refuelling Service fee listed in the
Price List for Additional Services and Accessories. Find out more: 14) Fuel or ask a member of our team.



Optional Extras – products: While making a reservation or during a vehicle takeover, The Client has the ability to rent additional equipment, at
an additional charge. Additional equipment (Accessories) includes and it is not limited to the following: GPRS (navigation system), Wi-Fi mobile
router, Baby seat (BBS), Child seat (CSS) and/or booster seat (CBS). The cost for additional equipment is specified in the Price List for Additional
Services and Accessories.
Winter tires (STR) - The Client agrees that if he/she uses the vehicle, i.e., concludes the relevant Contract, during the period from 1 st of November
until 1st of April, an additional fee for Winter tires (STR) shall apply according to the Price List for Additional Services and Accessories.
Snow chains (SNC) – Starting 1st of November till 1st of April, the Client is required to use snow chains, or other devices for increasing traction.
This fee is mandatory. Chains are mounted on drive wheels only on road sections designated for such a use. In populated areas, vehicles do not
have to be equipped with snow chains, or other devices for increasing traction.
The Client shall bear full responsibility and all expenses, damages, penalties and/or any other costs incurred by the violation of this rule, according
to the specified conditions and domestic laws. Find out more: 15) Optional Extras – products or ask a member of our team.



Optional Extras – services: Additional driver (ADD) - The Client has the right to use the vehicle only for his/her own needs, to be driven
exclusively by the driver specified in the Contract, or by a specifically authorized Additional Driver. The Client has to cover the service charges for
each Additional Driver, according to the Price List for Additional Services and Accessories which is an integral part of the Contract and the General
Terms.
Vehicle delivery/collection service (DEL / COL) - The Client has the ability to ask for this additional service, at an additional charge.
The Clients obligation is to contact AVIS Serbia and provide all the necessary information’s before the agreed delivery term and signing the
contract. The fee for the stated service shall be paid depending on the terms and location of the delivery/collection, and it is defined by the Price
List for Additional Services and Accessories.
One-way car rental service (OWF) - The one-way car rental service, within the Republic of Serbia, is available with an additional payment in
accordance with the Price List for Additional Services and Accessories. The International One-Way Car Rental Fee is only possible on request and
with prior written consent from AVIS Serbia. The International One-Way Car Rental Fee depends on the country and location where the Client is
going to return the vehicle. Please send your request to: reservations@avis.rs
Avis roadside assistance (0-24h) - In the event of any accidents and/or damage of the vehicle during the rental period, please contact the nearest
AVIS Serbia station or call the number: +381 (0)11 367 66 44or (landline), 0800 200 100 (toll-free number) or +381 (0)62 800 21 98 (cellular
number). Find out more: 16) Optional Extras – services or ask a member of our team.
Optional Extras - Waivers and Protections: At the moment of entering into the Rental Agreement, The Client has the option to pay Car Damage
Waiver (CDW), thereby reducing personal liability for damage cover. This cost is specified within the Price List for Additional Services and
Accessories.
Instead of the first option, The Client is in position to pay Super Car Damage Waiver (SCDW) which further reduces personal liability for damage
cover according to the Pricing of Additional Services and Accessories.
Another option for the client is to instantly upgrade waiver and protection and pay Super Cover (SC), which excludes all damage covers except in
the ones occurred in the interior of the vehicle, lower vehicle base, glass and wheels. This cost is specified within the Price List for Additional
Services and Accessories.
Final option for the Client is to pay Premium Cover (LI), whereby the Client has minimum or no cost of any damage which happened during the
rental period. This is specified within the Price List for Additional Services and Accessories.
The Client has the additional option to pay a Theft Protection waiver (TP) as well, which reduces the amount he/she has pay if the vehicle is stolen
during the rental period.
The Client has to cover any damage cost, theft of the vehicle or spare parts from the vehicle, up to the full amount in the following situations:
negligence, the existence of the criminal offense for which the vehicle has been seized or heavy violations of Contract, General Conditions of
Rental and domestic laws etc.
At the Client request, Avis Serbia is obliged to provide the proforma invoice of the service provider who shall be in charge for the damage repair.
If the car is stolen or missing, calculation has to be made according to the valid AMSS catalogue (Auto Moto Association of Serbia).
Find out more: 17) Optional Extras – Waivers and Protections or ask a member of our team.
Payment: The payment of any rental costs shall be executed, exclusively, in the local currency - dinars (RSD)
Every costs related to the car rental, including the cost of all additional services and accessories, are subject to billing of Value Added Tax (VAT) 20.00%
Airport tax is charged for each contract concluded at the Nikola Tesla Airport branch, except in cases where the pre-booked car rental price
includes the stated tax. The amount of Airport tax is defined by the Price List for Additional Services and Accessories.
Find out more: 18) Payment or ask a member of our team.



Ending the Contract Early:
Find out more: 19) Ending the Contract Early or ask a member of our team



Use of Personal Information:
Find out more: 20) Use of Personal Information or ask a member of our team



Lost Property:
Find out more: 21) Lost property or ask a member of our team
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Complaints and Contacting Us: The Client has the right to file an appeal or complaint about Avis Serbia performed service, in order to achieve
his/her rights in accordance with the Law on Consumer Protection.

In order to apply imperative statutory obligations and to provide the conditions for the Renter in order to achieve his/her rights in accordance with
the Law on Consumer Protection, AVIS Serbia specifically commits to the following measures:

To clearly post, in all sales locations, a notice of the method and place for the receipt of complaints, in accordance with Article 56 Paragraph 2 of
the Law on Consumer Protection;
In all branches during working hours, to ensure presence of the person authorized and trained to receive complaints, in accordance with Article 56
Paragraph 2 of the Law on Consumer Protection;
To inform the Client about possibility, that he/she may submit a complaint, verbally or in any other way (form, telephone, written, electronic means,
etc.), in any branch office or in the place designated as receipt of complaints, in accordance with Article 56, Paragraph 3, of the Law on Consumer
Protection;
In order to facilitate a submission of complaint in all rental stations, apropos, places designated as receipt of complaints, to ensure appropriate
form;
After a complaint submission, the Renter shall be issued a written confirmation, or an electronic receipt of a complaint, or, if the complaint was
exposed verbally, provided with the number under which the complaint has been registered in the Book of Complaints, in accordance with Article
56, Paragraph 5 of the Law on Consumer Protection;
To keep a record of received complaints (Book of Complaints), and to treasure them for at least 2 years from the date of submission by the Renter,
in accordance with Article 56, Paragraph 4 of the Law on Consumer Protection;
To maintain the Book of Complaints in electronic form, with the following information: information about the applicant, date of the complaint,
service data or Rental Contract number, a brief description of the non-conformity of the service and information’s about customer request, date of
the complaint receipt, information’s about official decision and the response, date of delivery concerning decision, agreed deadline for resolving the
complaint accepted by the Client, method and date of resolving the complaint and extension deadline data’s for resolving the complaint;
In the shortest time possible, without delay, and no later than within 8 days from the date of receipt of the complaint, in writing or electronically, to
respond to the Renters filed complaint. This reply must include a decision of the acceptance or refusal of the complaint, an adequate explanation,
and a specific proposal with a deadline for resolving the complaint. The deadline for resolving complaints cannot exceed a period of 15 days;
To act in accordance with the decision, proposal and deadline for resolving the complaint, upon prior consent from the Consumer;
In the case of justified reasons when Avis Serbia is not able to meet the Consumer's request within the agreed time limit, Avis is obliged to inform
the Client about deadline extension for resolving the complaint and indicate a new deadline within which the complaint shall be resolved, to get the
appropriate consent, and keep the same one within Book of Complaints, as well.
Extending the deadline for resolving a complaint is only possible once.
Find out more: 22) Complaints and Contacting Us or ask a member of our team


Long-term vehicle rental: The Client has the ability to rent a vehicle for a longer period of time, in accordance with the received Avis Flex offer
(rental period of 2-12 months) and Avis Maxi Rent (rental period exceeding 12 months), based on a submitted inquiry. Please send your request
to: reservations@avis.rs.



National holidays:

During holidays, AVIS Serbia offices will operate under an altered regime:
New Year
31 December, 01 and 02 JAN
Christmas
06 and 07 JAN
Serbian Statehood Day
15 and 16 FEB
Easter
(On Good Friday and Easter Sunday)
Labour Day
01 and 02 MAY
Victory Day
11 NOV
Call Us and find out more



General provisions:
AVIS SERBIA will not compensate the Client for any damage caused by the loss of luggage or goods within the vehicle, as well as any damage
caused by a delay due to a breakdown or malfunction of the vehicle.
The maximum term of a Rent a Car Contract is 30 days. If the duration of the car rental is longer than the specified period, the current Contract
shall be closed after expiration of each 30-days period, after which a new Contract will be opened.
The Contracting Parties stipulate that the potential nullity or contradiction of certain items of the Contract and/or General Conditions of Rental may
not result in the nullification or annulment of the entire Contract.
Provisions of the Law on Contracts and Torts shall apply to all issues not defined in the Contract or the General Conditions of Rental, as well as for
all those null and contradictory provisions of the Contract or the General Terms.
Obligation (contractual) law and applicable domestic legislation will regulate all issues that are not covered with the Contract or the General
Conditions of Rental.
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The General Conditions of Rental have been compiled in English and Serbian language. In case of any disagreement between the above versions,
the Serbian version shall be considered valid and will prevail.
.

